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Whitlockite (memllite) is the principal REE-containing mineral in lunar phosphate-bearing rocks. Apatite 
usually accompanies whitlockite, but has much lower REE3+ concentrations. In rocks where concentrations of 
other elements suggest that whitlockite and apatite are in equilibrium, REE3+ concentration ratios such as 
CNd3+,whit/CNd3 +,apat vary by more than a factor of two. A partial explanation might be saturation of 
whitlockite in REE3+ (lanthanides + Y) and is the topic of this abstract. (Effects of T, P, changing composition, 
and other substitution mechanisms are not dealt with here.) In the following, we describe the whitlockite 
structure in terms defined by Dowty [I]. The most favorable substitution of REE3+ into whitlockite seems to be 
replacement of 2 ca2+ in Ca(B) sites plus 1 ca2+ in a Ca(I1A) site by two REE3+ in Ca(B) sites plus a vacancy 
in the octahedral Ca(I1A) site [2]. There are two Ca(I1A) sites, but one is already vacant; thus, there can be only 
one additional Ca(I1A) vacancy, so the proposed substitution can occur only once per unit cell (per 21 ca2+,  14P, 
and 56 0 in hypothetical pure ca2+ whitlockite). For convenience in relating Eq. 1 to the customary definition 
of DNd3+,whit, we write the reaction for one REE3+, or half a unit cell, with Whit(ca2+) representing 
whitlockite containing the 1.5 replaceable ca2+ and whit(Nd3+) representing whitlockite containing instead 1 
Nd3+ and Ih Ca(I1A) vacancy. We use Nd3+ as the example of an individual R E E ~ +  (Eq. 1); Nd3+(l) refers to 
~d~ + in the melt. 

From the expression for the equilibrium constant, Keq, we obtain the activity ratio for Nd3+ in the solid to 
that in the liquid. We further assume that the Aca2+,liq is roughly constant with a value of l/cl (Eq. 2). 

We approximate activities by mole fractions, then multiply by llc2 to convert from mole fractions to mass 
fractions, e.g., pglg, as customarily used in distribution coefficients. The quantity c2 will vary as the molecular 
weight of whitlockite changes with substitution of REE3+ for ca2+,  but the change between Whit(ca2+) and 
W ~ ~ ~ ( R E E ~ + )  is only 6 %  for complete substitution with typical whitlockite REE relative abundances, so we 
ignore it in this treatment. 

Because in this mechanism R E E ~ +  substitution is limited to 1.5 sites per Ih unit cell (1 REE3+ + lh 

vacancy per 28 o ) ,  XNd,whit = 1.5NNd3 +/1.5 (= NNd3 + ) , where NNd3 + is the number of Nd3 + per 28 0 
in whitlockite, denominator 1.5 represents the 1.5 available ca2+ sites, and numerator 1.5 represents the number 
of those sites filled per Nd3+. Then, XCa2+ ,whit -- 1 - m~E3 + ,whit = 1 - CNREE~ +, where NREB + is all 
R E E ~ +  per 28 0, not just Nd3+. .We define ~ ~ N d 3  + ,whit, the Henry's Law value for DNd3 + ,whit, as the value at 
very low REE concentrations (XREE3 + ,whit+). Thus, DNd3 + ,whit = ~ ~ N d 3  + ,whit(l -ENRE= +). Combining this 
with the usual equation for mass balance during equilibrium crystallization [e.g., 31 gives Eq. 5: 

In Eq. 5, cNd3+ ,~  is the total Nd3+ concentration for the system (or the concentration in the starting 
liquid). Eq. 5 also contains the term DWR (= CDminfmin) and requires that DNd3+,whit be calculated. D ~ d 3 + ,  
whit depends on R E E ~ +  concentrations such as CNd3+,whit, which is the unknown in Eq. 5, so an iterative 
procedure is used to obtain values of CNd3+,whit (and for other individual REE3+) until the calculated value for 
CCREW +,whit equals that used to generate the values of cNd3+,whit, etc. Application of Eq. (5) requires 
knowledge of D ~ R E E ~  + ,whit; the estimation of ~~REE3+,whit and DREE3+,apat (Fig. la) are discussed in [4]. 
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REE3+ SATURATION IN WHlTLOCKITE: Haskin L. A. et al. 

Effects that saturation can have on REE concentrations are seen in Fig. l b d  for the (unrealistic) case in 
which only whitlockite crystallizes from a melt containing 10, 100, 1000, or 10000 times chondritic REE 
concentrations (6.3 - 6,300 pg/g ~ d ~ + )  and only the substitution described above is allowed. The value of D / D ~  
(Fig. lb), which is the same for all REE3+, decreases rapidly as CREU+,T values increase. Values of 
CTcE~+,liq, and consequently CREW+,whit, decline as soon as enough whitlockite has crystallized to accomodate 
the bulk of the R E E ~ +  (Fig lc); the value of fs for which this occurs increases as CREE3+,liq increases. The 
decrease in C ~ ~ ~ 3 + , l i q  does not occur simultaneously for all R E E ~ + ,  however; those with the lowest D values 
concentrate in the liquid relative to those that have higher D values. For the least compatible REE3+, especially 
L U ~ + ,  at starting concentrations 2 1000 x chondritic, D L U ~  +, whit < 1, SO C L U ~  +,Iiq values increase until enough 
whitlockite has crystallized to accomodate the bulk of the FEE3+ with higher D~ values. Thus, C~EE3+,liq can 
have a strong effect on relative REE3+ distributions for whitlockite when crystallization is incomplete (Figs. 
le,f). 

Similar effects can be seen under more nearly realistic conditions at lower  CREE^ + ,liq values if whitlockite 
crystallizes as a minor mineral along with major minerals in which the REE3+ are incompatible. Consider a 
system that crystallizes to produce 90% plagioclase (to represent REE~+-incompatible minerals) and 10% 
whitlockite. At CREE~+,T of 10-100 x chondrites, C~EE3+,liq begins to decrease significantly at fs - 0.1. At 
W E ~ + , T  of 1000 x chondrites, the suppression of DREE3+,whit (Fig lg) is SO great that most REE3+ are 
incompatible @ w ~ <  1). The effect of such high CREE3+ ,liq is to shrink the range of CREW +,whit for the most 
compatible REE3+ between fs = 0.00001 and 1, and at low fs values to decrease the concentrations of the least 
compatible REE3+ relative to the concentrations of the more compatible REE3+. The extent to which these 
effects occur depends on the particular combination and proportions of crystallizing minerals. The ratio 
CREE3+,whit/CR~~3+,a~at decreases with increasing CREE~+,T, if apatite does not become saturated with REE~+.  
Other, non-saturating substitution mechanisms for whitlockite slightly reduce this effect [2,5,6]. In conclusion, 
high CREE3 + ,T can decrease DREE~+ ,whit drastically, can affect equilibrium CREU + ,whit/CREE3 + ,apat, and can 
lead to DREE3 + ,WR < 1 in whitlockite-crystallizing systems. 
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